Best‐Selling, Award‐Winning, Author, Speaker, Blogger

TOPICS:
TQ! How to Boost Your Tech Quotient
Today, virtually every task, project, and process involves
technology like Outlook, Social Media, PCs, tablets, and smart
phones. Mike Song teaches TQ: How to leverage and coach
technology in order to boost productivity, profits, and sales by
15%. Leaders receive a TQ Profile and TQ Game Plan for
boosting performance throughout the enterprise.

Zip! Tips: The Fastest Way to Get More Done

20 Million
Reached via interviews with Good
Morning America, CNN, FOX, & NPR.
See Mike at getcontrol.net/speakers

250,000+
Views on YouTube

243,000
Books sold in 12 languages worldwide

150
Fortune 500 clients use Mike including
McDonalds, Mercedes, and Microsoft

40
Speeches for YPO to date. Mike’s highly
relevant, tech‐driven talks are often the
best attended events of the year.

15
Mike is one of the top 15 time
management bloggers in the world.

You will hear audible gasps as Mike counts down the top ten
most useful tech tips that almost no one knows. These easy‐
to‐learn and fun‐to‐use insights will rally your team to new
performance heights. Each participant can receive Mike’s
best‐selling Zip! Tips book.

Time Management is Dead!
What if everything you’ve learned about time management
was wrong? What if our era of unprecedented interruptions
and immersion in technology merits a bold, new approach?
Mike explains the top 10 time management myths and
replaces each with a far more useful, practical, and effective
approach to getting more done.

Get Control! of Email, Outlook, & Smart Phone
A cluttered inbox is our most time‐consuming and frustrating
problem. Mike will dissect everything wrong with email and
lay down a new, easy‐to‐follow pathway to personal
productivity. Your team will reduce email overload, write
brilliant messages, and discover new ways to organize all
those messy folders. The result – team success soars!

Bonus 1: Mike’s speeches come with free access to his
award winning, Quick Hit Video Library. The library contains
100 amazing videos that teach professionals how to get more
done via everyday technology.

Bonus 2: Mike’s talks come with 100 free autographed
copies of his best‐selling book: Zip Tips!
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